
New upper bound for the B-spline basis condition number II.A proof of de Boor's 2k-conjectureK. SchererInstitut f�ur Angewandte Mathematik, Universit�at Bonn, 53115 Bonn, GermanyandA. Yu. Shadrin 1Computing Center, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences,630090 Novosibirsk, RussiaFor the p-norm condition number �k;p of the B-spline basis of order k we prove theupper estimate �k;p < k 2k:This proves de Boor's 2k-conjecture up to a polynomial factor.1. IntroductionIt is of central importance for working with B-spline series that its condition numberis bounded independently of the underlying knot sequence. This fact was proved byC. de Boor in 1968 for the sup-norm and in 1973 for any Lp-norm (see [B1] for references).In the paper [B2] he gave the direct estimate�k;p < k 9k (1:1)for �k;p, the worst possible condition number with respect to the p-norm of a B-splinebasis of order k, and conjectured that the real value of �k;p grows like 2k:�k;p � 2k; (1:2)which is seen to be far better than (1.1).The conjecture was based on numerical calculations of some related constants whichmoreover gave some evidence that the extreme case occurs for a knot sequence without1Supported by a grant from the Alexander von Humboldt { Stiftung1



interior knots (the so-called Bernstein knots). Maybe due to this reason, a few papersdevoted to the 2k-conjecture for �k;p were concerned only with the \Bernstein knots"conjecture for the extreme knot sequence, see [B3], [C], [Ly], [S].These papers gave further support for de Boor's conjecture (1.2), in particular T. Lyche[Ly] obtained a lower bound for �k;1 from which it follows [S] that�k;p > ck�1=p2k: (1:3)In the unpublished manuscript [SS1] we returned to de Boor's direct approach in [B2],and considered the possibility of improving his 9k-estimate by several modi�cations of hismethod. In particular, a slight revision based on Kolmogorov's estimate for intermediatederivatives had shown that �k;p < kk;  = 6:25:In the previous paper [SS2] we developed a further approach to obtain�k;p < k1=24k:In this paper using the same approach we give a surprisingly short and elementaryproof ofTheorem 1. For all k and all p 2 [1;1],�k;p < k 2k: (1:4)With respect to (1.2)-(1.3), this con�rms C. de Boor's conjecture up to a polynomialfactor.We show also that the optimal factor which can be obtained in (1.4) within thisapproach is k1=2 and discuss further possible approaches by which this factor could beremoved. 2. Condition number and related constantsLet fN̂jg be the B-spline basis of order k on a knot sequence t = (tj), tj < tj+k,normalized with respect to the Lp-norm (1 � p �1), i.e.,N̂j(x) = (k=(tj+k � tj))1=pNj(x);where fNjg is the B-spline basis which forms a partition of unity. Recall here thatNj(t) = ([tj; : : : ; tj+k�1]� [tj+1; : : : ; tj+k]) (� � t)k�1+and thatNj(x) > 0; x 2 (tj; tj+k); Nj(x) = 0; x =2 [tj; tj+k]; XNj = 1:2



The condition number of the Lp-normalized basis fN̂jg is de�ned as�k;p;t := supb kbklpkP bjN̂jkLp supb kP bjN̂jkLpkbklp= supb kbklpkP bjN̂jkLp ;where the Lp-norm is taken with respect to the smallest interval containing the knotsequence (ti).The last equality in the above de�nition follows from normalizationN̂j(x) =M1=pj (x)N1=qj (x); Mj(x) := ktj+k � tj Nj(x); Z Mj(x) dx = 1;so that kP bjN̂jkLp = kP bjM1=pj N1=qj kLp � k(P bpjMj)1=p(PNj)1=qkLp= k(P bpjMj)1=pkLp = kP bpjMjk1=pL1� kbklp;with equalities for bj = ((tj+k � tj)=k)1=p.The worst B-spline condition number is de�ned then as�k;p := supt �k;p;t:Its value gives a measure for the uniform stability of the B-spline basis and is importantfor numerical calculations with B-splines.Following [B2] we introduce now related constants that are upper bounds for �k;p.This has been done already in [SS2] but for convenience of the reader we state here againthe relevant lemmas. More details can be found in [B1], [B2] and [S].Lemma A. Let Hi be the class of functions h 2 Lq such that1) supp h � [ti; ti+k]2) R hNj = �ijand let Dk;p := supt supi infh2Hi n(ti+k � ti)1=pkhkqowhere 1=p + 1=q = 1. Then �k;p � Dk;p:Now set  i(x) := 1(k � 1)! k�1Y�=1(x� ti+�):3



Then an easy way for obtaining h 2 Hi is to set h = (g i)(k) for some appropriate smoothfunction g. We formulate this asLemma B. Let Gi be the class of functions g such that1) g i 2 W kq [ti; ti+k];2) g i = ( 0; k-fold at ti; i; k-fold at ti+k;and let G(k)i := f(g i)(k) : g 2 Gig. ThenG(k)i � Hi:Combining Lemmas A and B givesCorollary. �k;p � Bk;p := supt supi infg2Gi n(ti+k � ti)1=pk(g i)(k)kqo :Finally, due to the local character of the quantity Bk;p , it is su�cient to restrictattention to the meshes � of the form� = (t0 � t1 � : : : � tk) ; t0 < tk:Set also !(x) := !�(x) = 1(k � 1)! k�1Yi=1(x� ti) =  0(x); (2:1)and N(t) = N�(t) = ([t0; : : : ; tk�1]� [t1; : : : ; tk]) (� � t)k�1+ :Lemma C. For ! given via � as in (2:1), let G� be the class of functions g such that1) g ! 2 W kq [t0; tk]2) g ! = ( 0; k-fold at t0;!; k-fold at tk;and let Bk;p := sup� infg2G�(tk � t0)1=pk(g !)(k)kq:Then �k;p � Bk;p � Bk;1: (2:2)Remark. Lemma A is taken from [B2, p.123] whereas Lemmas B and, respectively, Care somewhat more accurate versions of what is given in [B2, Eq.(4.1)]. Namely, they show4



the possibility to choose a smoothing function g depending on !. C. de Boor's estimate ofBk;1 resulting in (1:1) was based on the inequalitiesBk;1 � infg2G� sup! k(g!)(k)k1 � infg2G� kXi=m km!kg(m)k1 sup! k!(k�m)k1� kXi=m km!kg(m)� k1 sup! k!(k�m)k1;with some special choice of g� 2 G := \G� that is seen to be independent of !. Notice,that in the latter sum for any choice of g� 2 G the term with m = k is equal at least to4k�1 (see [B2,p.132]). 3. Proof of Theorem 1.The idea in the previous paper [SS2] was to choose g 2 G� as the inde�nite integralof the L1-normalized B-spline, i.e.,g�(x) := ktk � t0 Z xt0 N�(t) dt:Then, the inclusion g� 2 G� is almost evident (see [SS2]), and thus we can majorize theconstant Bk;1 by Bk;1 � Sk;1 := sup� (tk � t0)ks(k)� k1 (3:1)where s� := g� !�: (3:2)Notice that supp s(k)� � [t0; tk], so that actually the L1-norm in (3.1) is taken over [t0; tk].In view of (tk � t0) s(k)� (x) = k kXm=1 km!N (m�1)� (x)!(k�m)� (x); (3:3)we showed in [SS2] that, for any � and m = 1; : : : ; k,kN (m�1)� !(k�m)� k1 �  k � 1m� 1!; (3:4)which, by Lemma C and (3.1)-(3.3), implies the bound�k;p < k1=24k:Here we improve (3.4) byLemma 1. For any �, and m = 1; : : : ; kkN (m�1)� !(k�m)� k1 � 1: (3:5)5



Now, by (3.1)-(3.5) and Lemma C,�k;p � Sk;1 � k kXm=1 km! = k(2k � 1) < k2kwhich proves Theorem 1.Remark. If ! has a multiple zero�� := t�� = t��+1 = : : : = t��+p��1of multiplicity p� , then N (k�p� )� has a jump at ��. In this case we can de�ne the valueN (k�p�+q)� (��)!(p��1�q)(��) as a limit either from the left or from the right. This limit isequal to zero, if �� 2 (t0; tk). Also this de�nition justi�es the equality (3.3).4. Lee's formula and a lemma of interpolationFor arbitrary r 2 Z+ and t 2 R, set�r(x; t) := 1r! (x� t)r+;and de�ne Q�1(x; t) and Q�2(x; t) as algebraic polynomials of degree k� 1 with respect tox that interpolate the function �k�1(�; t) on the meshes�1 = (t0; t1; : : : ; tk�1); �2 = (t1; : : : ; tk�1; tk);respectively.The following nice formula is due to Lee [L].Lemma D [L]. For any �,N(t)!(x) = Q�1(x; t)�Q�2(x; t): (4:1)Proof [L]. The di�erence on the right-hand side is an algebraic polynomial of degreek � 1 with respect to x that is equal to zero at x = t1; : : : ; tk�1, henceQ�1(x; t)�Q�2(x; t) = c(t) k�1Yi=1(x� ti):Further, since the leading coe�cient of the Lagrange interpolant to f on the mesh (�i)ki=1is equal to [�1; : : : ; �k]f , we havec(t) = ([t0; : : : ; tk�1]� [t1; : : : ; tk])�k�1(�; t) =: 1(k � 1)!N(t);and the lemma is proved. 6



We will use Lee's formula (4.1) to evaluate the product N (m�1)(t)!(k�m)(t) by takingthe corresponding partial derivatives with respect to x and t in (4.1) and setting x = t.Our next two lemmas give a bound for the values obtained in that way on the right-hand side of (4.1).For arbitrary p 2 N , p � r, and any sequence� = (�0 � �1 � : : : � �p);de�ne, for a �xed t, Qt(x) := Q(x; t) := Q(x; t;�r; �)as the polynomial of degree p with respect to x that interpolates �r(�; t) at �.Lemma 2. For any admissible p; r; t; �,0 � Q(r)t (x)���x=t � 1 (4:2)where the derivative is taken with respect to x.Proof. First we proveA. The case r = 0. Then Qt(�) is a polynomial of degree � p that interpolates, forthis �xed t, the function (x� t)0+ := ( 1; x � t;0; x < t:We have to prove that 0 � Qt(x)���x=t � 1 (4:3)and distinguish the following cases:A1. If t = �i for some i, then (4.3) is evident.A2. If all the points of interpolation lie either to the left or to the right of t, i.e., if�p < t; or t < �0;then Qt � 0; or Qt � 1;respectively, and (4.3) holds.A3. If t lies between two points, i.e., for some ��0 � : : : � �� < t < ��+1 � : : : � �p;then in view of Q0t(x) = [Qt � �0(�; t)]0(x) for x 6= t, the polynomial Q0t(x) has at least �zeros on the left of �� , and at least p� � � 1 zeros on the right of ��+1, which gives p� 1zeros in total. Hence Q0t has no zeros in (�� ; ��+1), so that Qt is monotone in (�� ; ��+1),that is 0 = Qt(��) < Qt(t) < Qt(��+1) = 1:7



B. The case r > 0. This case is reduced to the case r = 0 by Rolle's theorem. Thedi�erence �r(�; t) � Qt has p + 1 zeros (counting multiplicity), thus its r-th derivative�0(�; t)�Q(r)t must have at least p + 1� r changes of sign.If (4.2) does not hold, then this function does not change sign at x = t, and Q(r)t is apolynomial of degree p � r that interpolates �0(�; t) at p � r + 1 points all distinct fromt. But according to the Case A3 this would imply (4.2), a contradiction.Hence, (4.2) holds, and the lemma is proved.Lemma 3. For any admissible p; r; t; �,0 � (�1)s @r�s@xr�s @s@tsQ(x; t)���x=t � 1: (4:4)Proof. Let li be the fundamental Lagrange polynomials of degree p for the mesh �,i.e., li(�j) = �ij. Then Qt = Q(�; t), which is the Lagrange interpolant to �r(�; t), can beexpressed as Q(x; t) = 1r! pXi=0(�i � t)r+ li(x):Thus, we obtain (�1)s @s@tsQ(x; t) = 1(r � s)! pXi=0(�i � t)r�s+ li(x):It is readily seen that Q0;t(x) := Q0(x; t) := (�1)s @s@tsQ(x; t)is a polynomial of degree p with respect to x that interpolates�r�s(� ; t) = 1(r � s)! (� � t)r�s+at the same mesh �. Now (4.4) follows from Lemma 2.5. Proof of Lemma 1We need to boundN (s)(t)!(k�1�s)(t) = N (s)(t)!(k�1�s)(x)���x=t; s = 0; 1; : : : ; k � 1:Now according to Lemma DN (s)(t)!(k�1�s)(x) = @k�1�s@xk�1�s @s@tsQ�1(x; t)� @k�1�s@xk�1�s @s@tsQ�2(x; t);and by Lemma 3 for any �0 � (�1)s @k�1�s@xk�1�s @s@tsQ�(x; t)���x=t � 1:8



Hence, since both terms are of the same sign and of absolute value � 1,���N (s)(t) � !(k�1�s)(t)��� � 1;which proves Lemma 1. 6. On the factor k in Theorem 1Numerical computations [B3] show that�k;p � c 2k; (7:1)so a natural question is whether the factor k in the bound�k;p < k 2k (7:2)of Theorem 1 can be removed.A simple example will show now that within the particular method we used in Section3 (see (3.1)), an extra polynomial factor pk appears unavoidably. Namely, one can provethat for some choice of �� Sk;1 � (tk � t0) ks(k)��k1 � ck1=2 2k:In fact, in the case of the Bernstein knots �� in [0; 1], i.e., for!�(x) = 1(k � 1)!x�(x� 1)k�1�� ;we have N�(x) =  k � 1� !xk�1��(1 � x)�;and obtains(k)�� (x) = k(k � 1)! k � 1� !� kXm=1 km! hxk�1��(1� x)�i(m�1) hx�(x� 1)k�1��i(k�m) :It is not hard to see that at x = 1 the m-th term vanishes, unless m = � +1, which givesjs(k)�� (1)j = k(k � 1)! k � 1� ! �  k� + 1!�!(k � 1� �)! = k k� + 1!:With this, we take �� + 1 = bk=2c to obtainjs��(1)j = k kbk=2c! > ck1=22k:9



7. Possible re�nementsWe describe here some further approaches that may permit removal of the polynomialfactor in the upper bound for the sup-norm condition number �k;1.1. The �rst approach is to majorize �k;1 using the intermediate estimate (2.2) withthe value Bk;1 instead of Bk;1 used in Theorem 1, that is�k;1 � Bk;1:Then the desired 2k-bound without an extra factor will follow from the followingConjecture. For any ! = !�, there exists a function g� 2 G� such thatsign g(m)� (x) = sign !(k�m)(x); x 2 [t0; tk]; m = 1; : : : ; k: (7:1)This conjecture implies thatkg(m)� !(k�m)kL1[t0;tk] = ����Z tkt0 g(m)� (x) !(k�m)(x) dx���� :Then observe that, because of the boundary conditions satis�ed by g� and the way g� and!� are normalized,(�1)m Z tkt0 g(m)� (x) !(k�m)(x) dx = Z tkt0 g0�(x) !(k�1)(x) dx = 1:Hence kg(m)� !(k�m)kL1[t0;tk ] = 1; m = 1; : : : ; k; (7:2)and using this bound, one could show, exactly as in Section 3, that�k;1 � Bk;1 � kXm=1 km! = 2k � 1:Remark. A function g� satisfying (7.1) should in a sense be close to the function g�considered in Section 3 (though it is not necessarily unique). Moreover, g� can serve asg� for the polynomials !�� with the Bernstein knots!�� (x) = c(x� t0)�(x� tk)k�1�� :Also, it looks quite probable that, even though the equality (7.2) is not valid with g� = g�for arbitrary �, there holdskg(m)� !(k�m)� kL1[t0;tk] � c; m = 1; : : : ; k;that is for the B-spline M�(x) = (k=(tk � t0))N�(x) we have10



kM (m�1)� !(k�m)� kL1[t0;tk ] � c:2. Another possibility to improve the result of Theorem 1 would be to �nd a sharpbound for one of the related constants considered in [S] . In this respect it is known, e.g.,that �k;1 � E�1k;p (7:3)where Ek;p := inf� infj infci fkNj �Xi 6=j ciNikpg:In particular, there is equality in (7.3) for p =1.The hope is to prove that the knot sequence at which the value Ek;p is attained forp = 1 or p = 2 is the Bernstein one, in which case the inequalitiesE�1k;1 < c2k; or E�1k;2 < c2kwould follow. (It is known that the Bernstein knot sequence is not extreme for p = 1,see [B3]). References[B1] C. de Boor, Splines as linear combinations of B-splines, a survey, in \ApproximationTheory II" (G. G. Lorentz, C. K. Chui and L. L. Schumaker, Eds. ), pp. 1{47, AcademicPress, New York, 1976.[B2] C. de Boor, On local linear functionals which vanish at all B-splines but one, in \Theoryof Approximation with Applications" (A. G. Law and B. N. Sahney, Eds.), pp.120{145,Academic Press, New York, 1976.[B3] C. de Boor, The exact condition of the B-spline basis may be hard to determine, J.Approx. Theory, 60 (1990), 344{359.[C] Z. Ciesielskii, On the B-spline basis in the space of algebraic polynomials, Ukr. Math. J.,38 (1986), 359{364.[L] E. T. Y. Lee, Marsden's Identity, Comput. Aided Geom. Design, 13 (1996), 287{305.[Ly] T. Lyche, A note on the condition number of the B-spline basis, J. Approx. Theory, 22(1978), 202{205.[S] K. Scherer, The condition number of B-splines and related constants, in \Open Problemsin Approximation Theory" (B. Bojanov, Ed.), pp.180{191, SCT Publishing, Singapore,1994.[SS1] K. Scherer, A. Yu. Shadrin, Some remarks on the B-spline basis condition number,unpublished manuscript.[SS2] K. Scherer, A. Yu. Shadrin, New upper bound for the B-spline basis conditionnumber I, East J. Approx. 2 (1996), 331{342.11


